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In this issue:

 

Meet Team IANZ – Robert Williams

International Accreditation New Zealand in the Global Market

An Overview of the Accreditation Process

Upcoming NZQC courses

Kia ora koutou, 

 

As we continue to experience Alert Level fluctuations around Aotearoa New Zealand,

our IANZ team continues to keep our usual momentum going and finding new, often

virtual, ways to connect with and support our clients. 

 

A special thank you needs to go out to our healthcare and laboratory clients who

are doing an incredible job at the moment to keep Kiwis safe and well as the COVID-

19 pandemic rolls on. 

 

This month we'd like to introduce you to a new team member, take a look at IANZ in

the global market, refresh your memory of the accreditation process and share a few

upcoming courses which may be of interest.  

 

Kia kaha, 

 

Team IANZ

http://ianz.co.nz/
https://mailchi.mp/896e2bd85fa1/ianz-update-liquid-gold-a-new-look-and-more-14817626?e=e633172423
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Meet Team IANZ: Robert Williams - Accreditation Assessor for
Chemical and Biological Programmes  
  
Protecting the Health and Wealth of New Zealand is a big job! Which means we need

a team of curious experts to help fulfil the task! We welcomed Robert Williams to

Team IANZ in August 2021 and sat down with him, virtually, to find out a bit more

about his background and passions for accreditation. 

  

Robert, tell us a little about yourself and your background: 

  

I am 29 years old am currently living in Hamilton. I studied a Bachelor of Science

majoring in Biotechnology, with my main focus in Microbiology. I’ve worked at a few

laboratories in Hamilton, which focused on testing Milk and Milk Powder. I have

previously been a Team Leader for a Microbiology Laboratory team as well as a

Quality Officer for the same Laboratory. 

  

What are you most excited about joining Team IANZ? 

  

I am most excited about developing my skills in the Quality area as well as meeting

with and helping laboratories meet their compliance requirements. I am also looking

forward to working with other people within my team. 

  

Now being on ‘the other side’ of the accreditation process, what is one piece of advice

you can give to clients preparing for their assessment?

  

Keep a positive attitude throughout the assessment process; it makes the whole

process easier and more comfortable for all those involved. Anything can be corrected

or fixed and it is not worth it to make an issue bigger than what it is. Also don’t try to

hide things! Assessors are good at finding things that are hidden and it just looks

worse for you if they are found! 

  

And lastly, what is your favourite piece of technology or product that helps you work or

makes you more productive? 

  

Email and video apps (Microsoft Teams). These make asking colleagues or clients

questions a lot easier and faster and allows other options for meetings etc. This has

been very useful during COVID as it has allowed us to all stay in touch and still get

work completed. 

  

Thanks Robert! We can’t wait to see you out and about at an accreditation
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assessment and we’re excited for your future within IANZ!   
 

 
International Accreditation in the Global Marketplace 
 
IANZ is the New Zealand mark of competence, but this doesn’t mean our work is

limited to within New Zealand. IANZ accreditation is recognised around the world,

giving New Zealand companies a competitive advance and access to new market

opportunities. 

  

One such opportunity is held through our relationship with The Asia Pacific

Accreditation Cooperation (APAC), which is the Regional Association of Accreditation

bodies in the Asia Pacific region. APAC’s primary role is to manage and expand

mutual recognition arrangements (MRA) among accreditation bodies in the region.

Mutual recognition is granted to an accreditation body by APAC after conducting

successful peer evaluation as per the requirements of ISO/IEC 17011. The evaluation

is conducted by APAC using a team of qualified peer evaluators (of which several

IANZ staff perform in this role). 

  

The use of conformity assessment bodies accredited by APAC MRA signatories

provides confidence in conformity assessment results. This helps businesses,

governments and communities manage risks and make sound decisions, facilitating

intra-regional and international trade. When our overseas trading partners see that a

product has a report or certificate with the IANZ symbol, they can have confidence in

results that are world class. IANZ accreditation helps protect New Zealand’s global

reputation as a responsible producer of quality products. 

  

There’s currently 48 full members within APAC, across 29 economies, covering a wide

variety of scopes across a wide variety of industries. Not all laboratories or inspection

bodies are accredited, so when you see reports or certificates that carry the IANZ

symbol, you can have confidence in results that are trusted in New Zealand…and

worldwide!
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An Overview of the IANZ Accreditation Process 
 
Gaining IANZ accreditation is a huge achievement for an organisation, and a lot of

hard work goes on behind the scenes to ensure each organisation achieves the best

possible outcome during their accreditation assessment. 

 

For new organisations, however, the process of gaining accreditation can seem

daunting, with many reporting they simply don’t know where to start! A wealth of

knowledge on IANZ as an accreditation body is available on the IANZ website. For

those more visual learners, the New Zealand Quality College, the training arm of the

Accreditation Council, has created an introductory online course on the accreditation

process and IANZ and the bigger picture. 

 

You can learn all about our place in the world of trade and service, the structure of

IANZ accreditation assessments and the various procedures and conditions of

accreditation by clicking the button below. 
 

NZQC Upcoming Courses

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

https://nzqc.teachable.com/p/ianz-an-overview-of-the-assessment-process
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